ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Residue number system (RNS) is a subfield of finite field arithmetic [1] . It is widely used in digital signal processing, image processing, FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filters, and IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters because it is a carry-free system and high efficient in addition and multiplication [2] . So, residue number system is used by most applications that need a high degree of concurrency. A lot of researches in computer systems are enthusiastic to go through residue numbering system because of its characteristics such as, error detection and correction (fault tolerant) [3] , modularity, and embedded parallelism.
RNS allows dividing a large number into smaller sub numbers. Numbers are represented by tipples which need less number of bits. The bits can be processed individually and in parallel without carry between them. This improves computation time and simplifies hardware implementation cost.
RNS has also the following advantages over conventional binary number system:
• Reducing the hardware complexity because the system is implemented by designing smaller processing units.
• Improving the speed of operations since all of the tasks are performed in parallel.
• Efficient realization of the various building blocks needed such as adders, multipliers.
• The absence of carry propagation between the modulus channels makes the RNS appealing for building parallel fast processors. This facilitates the realization of highspeed, low-power arithmetic. This advantage is of paramount importance in embedded processors, especially those found in portable devices, for which power consumption is the most critical aspect of the design [4] .
Because of these features, computer arithmeticians have historically promoted the RNS for highspeed arithmetic-intensive applications [5] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, overview of the new algorithm of forward conversion is proposed. Section 3 presents the new non-coprime realization of the proposed forward converter. The hardware implementation of the moduli set is presented in section 4, while the paper is concluded in Section 5.
NEW ALGORITHM OF THE FORWARD CONVERSION OVERVIEW
In working with RNS the following three main terminologies are used:
1. Moduli set: defined in terms of relatively prime moduli where the i th modulus presented by m ୧ and the gcd൫m ୧ , m ୨ ൯ = 1, j ≠ i, i = 1,2, … , n. Numerous moduli sets can be used. The characteristics of RNS based systems depend on the moduli set chosen. , and denotes the interval of integers that can be represented uniquely in the RNS using the specific moduli set.
3. Residues: to represent any number X in RNS we find x ୧ = X mod m ୧ for all m ୧ moduli.
The number is represented as X = x ଵ , x ଶ , x ଷ .
RNS based processing units are generally composed of: Forward convertor, arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) and a reverse convertor shown in figure 1 [6] .
Conversion from Binary to Residue is called forward conversion. This conversion is used in order to process numbers in Residue format, because it is faster and it is easier for human being understood. To use the Residue Number System efficiently one has to interface it with the real world, the numbers should be converted from usual representation either binary or analog to residue representation, this is the first step in using RNS. This step is a very complex and demanding process, which acts as an academic challenge that restrict the use of RNS in many practical applications. Many researches conducted to find the most efficient algorithm, hardware architectures and schemes either using special or arbitrary moduli sets in the implementation of forward convertors in RNS.
In the forward translation of a binary number to its RNS equivalent, one of the most trivial, classical expensive ways is to store all the residues and recall them based on the value of the binary input.
Using the fact that the number can be represented as: It is clear that this is a memory consuming process where you have to store all values in a lookup table that typically consists of ROM, and for complex applications that require large number representation, the size of memory will increase dramatically and thus increasing the cost.
The other implementation is to have special moduli set representation used in the conversion process, consist of three, four, or five bits, the design of these convertors is based on using carry save adder (CSA).
Non-coprime Moduli Sets Overview
Initially, only RNS with co-prime moduli set was investigated and used. Non-coprime had drawn the attention of research only lately. Thus the knowledge of non-coprime characteristics has been obtained from the co-prime one's as going to be seen through this chapter sections.
It is relatively easy to convert even numbers into their residue numbers representation. Numbers as 2 n , like 16 which is pow (2, 4) or in form that we are familiar with now 2 4 , and 14 which is 2 4 -2 and 18 which is 2 4 +2, are not co-primed with each other since there is a common factor between them which is number 2.
The usual way to compute a mod m is to take the remainder after integer division. This is straight forward when the operands are within the range of the available divide hardware, but the divide operation is known to be a slow arithmetic operation. Some small microcontrollers have no divide hardware, and it is occasionally necessary to divide very large numbers outside the range that can be done using the available hardware [7] .
It can be faster to take the modulus directly than to use the divide instruction when the modulus m is constant, even where there is a hardware divide instruction. Rules of divisibility mentioned in table 1 become even more valuable on machines without a hardware divide instruction or where the numbers involved are out of range. Table 1 . Some of divisibility check rules applied to decimal system.
Divisibility by n Check 10
The least significant decimal digit is zero.
2
The least significant decimal digit is even.
5
The least significant decimal digit is 0 or 5
3
Sum of the decimal digits is divisible by 3.
9
Sum of the decimal digits is divisible by 9
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Single General Rule
All divisibility check rules mentioned in table 1 are actually special cases of a single general rule. In the case of divisibility by 2, 5 and 10 for base 10, the term (b mod m) is zero because 2, 5 and 10 all divide evenly into 10. As a result, the divisibility test simplifies to asking whether (a mod b), that is, the least significant digit of the number, is evenly divisible.
In the case of divisibility by 3 or 9 in base 10, the term (b mod m) is one. As a result, the multiplier for the first term is one. Applying the formula recursively leads to the simple sum of the digits [7] .
The Trivial Case: Mod 2, Mod 4, Mod 2 n
Computing modulus for powers of two is trivial on a binary computer, the term (b mod m) is zero, so we just take the modulus by examining the least significant i bits of the binary representation:
a mod 2 i = a & (2 i -1)
Thus, for a mod 2, we use a & 1, for a mod 4, we use a & 3, and for a mod 8, we use a & 7.
Recall that the & operator means logical and. When applied to integers, this computes each bit of the result as the and of the corresponding bits of the operands. For all nonzero positive integers i, the binary representation of 2 i -1 consists of i consecutive one bits, so anding with 2 i -1 preserves the least significant i bits of the operand while forcing all more significant bits to zero [7] .
The problem is more interesting when the modulus is not a power of two only.
Mersenne's Number: Mod 3, Mod 7, Mod 2 n -1
In mathematics, a Mersenne prime is a prime number that is one less than a power of two, i.e. 2 n -1. That is, it is a prime number that can be written in the form Mn = 2 n − 1 for some integer n.
They are named after Marin Mersenne, a French Minim friar, who studied them in the early 17
Consider the problem of computing a mod 3 in binary number system. Note that 4 mod 3 is 1, so: a mod 3 = ( (a/4) + (a mod 4) ) mod 3
That is, a mod 3 can be computed from the sum of the digits of the number in base 4. Base 4 is convenient because each base 4 digit of the number consists of 2 bits of the binary represenation; thus a mod 4 can be computed using a & 3 and a / 4 can be computed using a >> 2.
The number 3 is a Mersenne number, that is, one less than a power of two. The property noted above is true of all Mersenne numbers. Thus, we can compute a mod 7 or a mod 15 on a binary computer using: Recall that a >> b shifts the binary representation of a left a total of b places. As with logical and, this is a very inexpensive operation on a binary computer, and the effect is the same as dividing a by 2b [7] .
In this paper the problem is more interesting when the modulus is in a different shape of a power of two, where it is in Mod (2 n -2), Mod (2 n + 2) consequently as a new moduli set proposed along with Mod (2 n ), that are going to be discussed in the next section.
Our work is done by suggesting the new moduli set {2 n -2, 2 n , 2 n + 2} and proposing new conversion algorithms upon this new non-coprime moduli set. The next coming section will discuss the background of non-coprime moduli sets.
Our New Non-coprime Moduli Set Overview
As its name shows "non-coprime" means the non-coprimality among its modulus numbers. Noncoprime moduli sets can be used for error detection and correction purposes [9] . This noncoprimality could be shown in theorems and by examples to prove them too.
Observation 1: 2 k − 2 is not relatively prime to 2 k , where k is a positive natural number. It is obvious that 1 is not the only prime divisor of 2 k and 2 k -2, since they are both even and 2 k -2 is a multiple of 2 (i.e. a number multiplied by 2). Thus, there is a common divisor of them rather than 1, which is number 2 in this case. So 2 k −2 is not relatively prime to 2 k .
Example 1:
Let us take K = 4, in this case the two numbers of the theorem one would be 16 and 14 consequently, and it is obvious that there is a common divisor which is 2 between them when we try to bring them back to their elementary elements. Again let us take k = 4, in this case the two numbers of the theorem two would be 16 and 18 consequently, and it is obvious that there is a common divisor which is 2 between them when we try to bring them back to their elementary elements.
Properties of Non-coprime Moduli Set
Dynamic Range of Our Non-coprime Moduli Set
This property of having a common divisor other than number 1 led to the non-coprime moduli set when gathering the two theorems above. Based on these theorems the moduli set {2n -2, 2n, 2n + 2} is non-coprime. The dynamic range of co-prime moduli set (M) is equal to M = ∏ m ୧ ୬ ୧ୀଵ
. In the non-coprime case it is M = (∏ m ୧ ୬ ୧ୀଵ )/4, it is 1/4 of the size of the co-primed one {2n -1, 2n, 2n + 1}. This quarter comes from the multiplication of the common divisor (i.e. 2) between its modulus numbers leading to number 4 which can not be multiplied to form the usual (M), thus its size is less than the co-prime one. However it is important to know other characteristics such as its uniqueness and bits representation.
Definition [9] : We define a non-prime moduli set as (ml, ..., mk), where gcd (mi,mj) = l may not be satisfied for some i and j. The least common multiple of the moduli (m1, ..., mk), denoted as: M = lcm(m1, ..., mk), is the dynamic range of (m1, ..., mk) . For any decimal number y∈ [O, M -1), y has a unique representation as (y1, ...,yk), where y = yi mod mi, 0 ≤ yi< mi.
If the residue number (y1, ...,yk) is consistent, the decimal number it represents can be found using the CRT theorem, where M = lcm(m1, ..., mk) [9] .
To find M through a formula as the one of the co-prime, we suggest the following formula due to the special non-coprime moduli set:
Uniqueness Verification
After dealing with the major and most important part of RNS in the previous section, it is important to discuss the moduli set uniqueness when converted from decimal form (as we see it) into RNS form (as to be implemented). In this section a mathematical proof is going to be presented powered by table 2 to show the uniqueness itself.
As a mathematical proof, we already know that 6, 8 and 10 are not co-primed with each other, in this case the LCM should be used as the previous section showed. Thus we have to return them back into their fundamental factors, for 6 which equal 2*3, for 8 it equals 23 and for 10 it is 2*5, now by taking the non common numbers without repetition and multiplying them we see that: 3*23*5 which equals 120, so M = 120. This is true for all other moduli sets chosen with the form (2n-2 ,2n, 2n +2), and this is the non-coprime moduli set that we have got and found our research on it for thesis level responsibilities, since the pre-moduli value (i.e. 2n -2) and the post moduli one (i.e. 2n +2) are multiples of 2 and are un-coprimed with each other, but they are co-prime with each other without it (as in 3 and 5 for the example above, when neglecting the multiplication of them with number 2). This fact is also true for all other moduli sets used; this is because they are 2 numbers relatively co-primed with each other and they are always odd.
The uniqueness interval was verified by simulation program, the results of a program using the moduli set (6, 8, 10) was simulated, at which each iteration is repeated every 6*8*10/4 times, which is in this case the number 120 (that is 'M' for the moduli set itself), and thus the uniqueness is guaranteed under the non-coprime moduli set within its dynamic range.
FORWARD CONVERSION ALGORITHM
This section has three sub sections of it as the number of the modulus numbers forming the moduli set are three.
Pre-modulus Algorithm Implementation
The binary representation led to this part's discovery, since its values are prime after dividing it by 2. We will give you how it works in words first then the algorithm of calculation |X|2 n -2 can be represented in figure 1 .
The idea of its binary cutting circles around the common factor which is number 2 in this case, as the previous sections showed that after dividing the pre number by the common factor the result is 2 n-1 -1. Since the pre value has a 2 n -2 shape, then the cut of its binary representation would be in (n cut at the beginning as the co-prime algorithm did, but for the rest part it is taken (n-1) each time) starting from LSB again.
Middle-modulus Part Algorithm
No change is done on it, so we refer you to [15] - [17] where obtaining the residue of X with respect to modulus 2 n is the easiest operation.
Post-modulus Algorithm Implementation
The binary representation led to its working algorithm, since its value is prime after dividing it by 2. Again we will give you how it works in words first then we will put them in the flowchart of figure 2 to easily understand it.
The idea of its binary cutting circles around the common factor which is number 2 in this case, as the pre-modulus section showed. Here dividing the post number by the common factor the result is 2 n -1 + 1, and since the post value has a 2 n + 2 shape, then the cut of its binary representation would be in (n cut at the beginning as the co-prime algorithm did, but for the rest parts it is taken (n-1) each time) starting from LSB again as the pre-modulus did, some examples will show how this is done. Are bits left after the cut > n-1
Is final value ≥post-modulus
Divide these L-bits into parts of length nbits at the first cut, then (n-1) for the remaining parts and save each part alone
Number in decimal format
Adding the parts in binary version addition
Final result of modulus 2 n + 2
Bit-rewiring to be in binary shape of L-bits length n-1 parts are to be shifted to left by one element before adding them to the n-bits cut Subtracting post-modulus value, making result of length n
ALGORITH IMPLEMENTATION
In this section the implementation of the new non-coprime moduli set converter's implementation is done through hardware block diagrams. As described in the previous section, the converter has 3 stages of computing the modulus; they are (pre-modulus '2 n -2', middle modulus '2 n ' and postmodulus '2 n + 2'). So this section also consists of three hardware implementation blocks of them.
Pre-modulus Hardware Implementation
From the proposed algorithm presented for the pre-modulus calculation discussed in the flowchart of figure 1 , we can come with this block diagram for the hardware design of it in figure 3.
Notice that the start for cutting is from LSB side to the MSB. The DR for any n value is calculated as was shown in formula (2), thus any number inside the range of M has 3 part cuts -at most-. For example let n = 5, M = 15*32*17 = 8160, so the numbers inside the DR are {0,1,2,……,8159}. However 8159 is represented in binary form as (1111111011111) which consist of 13 digits and it is equal to 5 + 4 + 4 as the cuts presented by its algorithm showed. This is true for all n values, so we will name the first n-bits cut A, the second (n-1) bits cut B and the final part of (n-1) bits is C. 
3n-2
Middle-modulus Hardware Implementation
No change is done on it, so we refer you to [15] - [17] . Obtaining the residue of X with respect to modulus 2 n is the easiest operation. Block diagram of it is shown in figure 4.
(n-1) bits (n-1) bits n-bits 
Post-modulus Hardware Implementation
From the proposed algorithm presented for the post-modulus (2 n + 2) calculation discussed in the flowchart of figure 2, we can come with this block diagram for the hardware design of it in figure  5 .
Notice that the start for cutting is from LSB side to the MSB. The DR for any n value is calculated as was shown in formula (2), thus any number inside the range of M has 3 part cuts -at most-. For example let n = 5, M = 15*32*17 = 8160, so the numbers inside the DR are {0,1,2,……,8159}. However 8159 is represented in binary form as (1111111011111) which consists of 13 digits and it is equal to 5 + 4 + 4 as the cuts presented by its algorithm showed. This is true for all n values, so we will name the first n-bits cut A, the second (n-1) bits cut B and the final part of (n-1) bits is C.
C B A
(n-1) bits n-bits (n-1) bits 1 n-bits 1 n -bits n-bits 
CONCLUSIONS
A new non-coprime moduli set has been proposed. A general formula for the dynamic range was derived. Algorithm of the special non-coprime moduli set has been suggested. The uniqueness for the new special non-coprime moduli set just as the co-prime one's among DR has been verified.
